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ABSTRACT
A method in a data processing system and apparatus for organizing files, web pages, or web site members organized in a traditional first hierarchical file structure that is on a recordable medium of a data processing system. A user-defined metadata is assigned to each of the electronic files, web pages, or web site members. The electronic files, web pages, or web site members are organized as a function of the metadata into a second hierarchical file structure existing simultaneously with the first hierarchical file structure on the recordable medium of the data processing system. The files, web pages, or web site members can be organized or grouped by the metadata for efficient searching or following conversations of group members on social networking sites.
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HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURED ABSTRACT DATA ORGANIZATION SYSTEM

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. application Ser. No. 11/801,296, filed on 9 May 2007, now U.S. Pat. No. 7,720,869. The co-pending parent application is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety and is made a part hereof, including but not limited to those portions which specifically appear hereinafter.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
This invention is directed to improving the searching and/or organizing electronic data in a data processing system or web site.

2. Discussion of Related Art
Traditional file systems, including both UNIX and WINDOWS, have a hierarchical method of file organization, herein referred to as a traditional or first hierarchical file structure, which is tree structured with directories and subdirectories. A typical user may have a large set of files (say 100,000), and the structured tree file organization can be several levels in height. The primary characteristics of the file systems are: 1) a file is accessed by a unique address known as the file path; and 2) file organizing is by using directories, subdirectories, and filenames with an extension.

This single method of organizing data leads to considerable inefficiencies in accessing files. Searching is ineffective when the user knows a partial filename and/or the file path or directory under which the file is stored. Often a user must go through a number of files before locating a set of relevant files, and must open a number of directory/subdirectory folders to access the files. Further, the current hierarchical organizing technique does not allow the users to easily describe or annotate a file.

To improve the search, current file systems use a variety of techniques. As an example, Mac OS uses a SPOTLIGHT feature that indexes files on your computer in the background based upon keywords. When a user makes a change, such as adding a new file, receiving an email, or entering a new contact, SPOTLIGHT updates its index automatically, with the intention of keeping search results accurate. Embedding keywords into files is a common technique for providing a search facility to the user. Keywords are generally indexed in a database that is used to answer user queries.

There is a need for an improved method for organizing and searching files or other data on a computer or web site, as well as organizing the search results.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A general object of the invention is to provide an improved method for organizing and searching for electronic files or data on a computer-readable recordable medium, and the apparatus and/or program code(s) for carrying out the method in a data processing system.

The general object of the invention can be attained, at least in part, through a method in a data processing system of searching electronic files that are on a recordable medium of the data processing system. The method includes: providing an electronic file in a first hierarchical file structure, the electronic files being identified by a filename; assigning a user-defined metatlabel to the electronic file, wherein the electronic file includes the filename and the metatlabel; organizing the electronic file into a second hierarchical file structure as a function of the metatlabel; receiving a query from a user; searching the second hierarchical file structure as a function of the query; and returning to the user the electronic file. The second hierarchical file structure is achieved without replicating the files of the first hierarchical file structure.

The invention further comprehends a method in a data processing system of searching a plurality of electronic files in a first hierarchical file structure that is on a recordable medium of the data processing system, where each of the electronic files includes a filename. The method includes: assigning a user-defined metatlabel to each of the electronic files; organizing the electronic files as a function of the metatlabels into a second hierarchical file structure existing simultaneously with the first hierarchical file structure on the recordable medium of the data processing system; receiving a query from a user; searching the metatlabels of the second hierarchical file structure as a function of the query; and returning to the user as a search result each of the electronic files having a metatlabel matching the query.

The invention still further comprehends a computer-readable medium encoded with instructions for organizing a plurality of electronic files of a data processing system. The encoded instructions include a first program code establishing a first hierarchical file structure that includes the plurality of electronic files. Each of the plurality of electronic files is identified by a filename in the first hierarchical file structure. The encoded instructions also include a second program code establishing a second hierarchical file structure including the plurality of electronic files. Each of the plurality of electronic files is identified by a user-defined metatlabel in the second hierarchical file structure. The first and second hierarchical file structures exist simultaneously for the plurality of electronic files.

The method of this invention provides an additional file and/or data organization system that extends the file organization into a multi-hierarchy user defined system. The additional hierarchical file structures of this invention are abstract data file structures, as they exist in the background and are not conventionally viewed through a user interface like the traditional file directories, subdirectories, and filenames. However, they can also be viewed in the same way although their physical existence will be according to the first hierarchy. In the system of this invention the data are organized into multiple hierarchical forms which aid considerably in searching and organizing search results, i.e., files, in a structured fashion.

As an example consider the following structure (directories/subdirectories) of electronic files, represented in FIG. 1.

Pictures/2006/dad
Pictures/2006/mom
Pictures/2005/dad
Pictures/2005/mom
Picture/2006/baby
Pictures/2005/baby
If a user wanted to access all files which involve dad, even files not having “dad” in the filename but including dad in the picture, the number of files may be substantial and spread among multiple subdirectories. Thus, if you were looking for all dad-related pictures, it would be desirable that these pictures may be classified as below, and as shown in the abstract directory structure of FIG. 2.

Pictures/dad/2005
Pictures/dad/2006
Pictures/dad/baby
Pictures/dad/mom
The method of this invention provides a way to provide, in a general sense, multiple organizational tree structures for the same electronic files in addition to the traditional file directory structure. These additional hierarchical file structures are provided by this invention by structuring the electronic files in one or more abstract directories according to user-defined metadata. When the user searches based upon an assigned metadata, the program code implementing this invention provides the corresponding electronic files in a new file directory, such as shown in FIG. 2. As the directory of FIG. 2 exists as a result of knowing all pictures identified by the metadata “dad,” the directory of FIG. 2 is an abstract directory that is created in response to a query for the “dad” metadata and exists simultaneously with, and does not replace or alter, the first hierarchical file structure of FIG. 1.

The methods and file structures according to this invention can also be applied to organizing web pages and member users of social networking web sites. The invention further includes a method for organizing files, web pages, or web site members. The method includes assigning a user-defined metadata for each of a plurality of electronic files, web pages, or site members, where each metadata is an identifier in addition to a filename, a domain address, or a member identification, and more than one of the plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members is assigned the same user-defined metadata. The method further includes automatically organizing user-defined metadata in a hierarchical file structure with a data processor where the hierarchical file structure comprises a trie, storing each of the user-defined metadata in a database associated with the data processor, and linking each of the stored user-defined metadata to one or more corresponding electronic files, web pages, or web site members of the user-defined metadata.

The invention further comprehends a method of searching a plurality of web pages or web site members organized in a first hierarchical file structure on a recordable medium of a network by a domain address or a member identification. The method includes: assigning a metadata defined by a user to each of the plurality of web pages or web site members to provide a plurality of metadata; organizing the web pages or web site members as a function of the metadata into a second hierarchical file structure existing simultaneously with the first hierarchical file structure on the recordable medium or a second recordable medium associated with a data processor; and connecting or displaying to the user through a user interface one or more web page or one or more message of one or more of the web site members assigned to one of the metadata.

The invention further includes an apparatus for organizing files, web pages, or web site members. The apparatus includes a label server for receiving and storing user-defined metadata for each of a plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members, where each metadata is an identifier in addition to a filename, a domain address, or a member identification. The label server comprises a processor and a database. The apparatus further includes a hierarchical file structure for organizing stored metadata. The hierarchical file structure is executed by the processor and stored on the database. The hierarchical file structure comprises a trie and includes for each metadata one or more links to one or more corresponding electronic files, web pages, or web site members of the metadata.

Other objects and advantages will be apparent to those skilled in the art from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the appended claims and drawings.

**DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1 is a simplified representation of traditional hierarchical file structure.

FIG. 2 is an exemplary abstract directory structure adapted from the traditional hierarchical file structure of FIG. 1, according to one embodiment of this invention.

FIG. 3 represents a simplified application of metadata to electronic files in the traditional hierarchical file structure of FIG. 1, according to one embodiment of this invention.

FIG. 4 is a representation of the interaction between the user and the file system according to one embodiment of this invention.

FIG. 5 is a theoretical trie structure for illustrative purposes.

FIG. 6 is an exemplary trie structure according to one embodiment of this invention.

FIG. 7 illustrates a hypothetical social group structure.

FIG. 8 illustrates an exemplary screen display of a graphical user interface according to one embodiment of this invention.

FIG. 9 is a general representation of an exemplary apparatus for implementing a metadata system according to one embodiment of this invention.

FIG. 10 illustrates a hypothetical University web-page structure.

FIG. 11 is a general representation of an exemplary apparatus for implementing a metadata system according to another embodiment of this invention.

FIG. 12 is a screen display of an implementation of a metadata file structure for a web site according to one embodiment of this invention.

**DEFINITIONS**

Within the context of this specification, each term or phrase below will include the following meaning or meanings. References herein to “metadata” are to be understood not to be limited to a creator of an electronic file, but can be any person, process, or autonomous software agent, as known in the art, acting on behalf of a user having access to the electronic files.

References herein to “user” are to be understood to be limited to a creator of an electronic file, but can be any person, process, or autonomous software agent, as known in the art, acting on behalf of a user having access to the electronic files.

References herein to “traditional hierarchical file structure” or a “traditional hierarchical file structure” are interchangeable and to be understood to refer to the already existing directory tree structure commonly used in organizing electronic files in data processing systems. The first or traditional hierarchical file structure generally includes a plurality of directories and subdirectories, and individual files are given a filename and a file’s placement in the tree structure is identified by a file path.

References herein to the “second hierarchical file structure” or “additional hierarchical file structure” of this invention are interchangeable and to be understood to refer to a different hierarchical file or data structure than the first or traditional hierarchical file structure.

References herein to “abstract directory” are to be understood to refer to a directory in or created for the second hierarchical file structure of this invention.

**DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS**

The present invention provides a method in a data processing system, e.g., a computer, for organizing and of searching electronic files on a recordable medium of the data processing system.
system, e.g., the computer’s hard drive or flash drive. It is important to note that this invention is not limited to recordable medium that is physically adjacent to a computer. Instead, it is also within the scope of this invention that some and possibly all of the files reside in remote locations whose access is via a network including but not limited to such networks as local area networks, wide area networks, private virtual networks, ad hoc networks, and the Internet.

Also, users according to this invention, as defined above, are not limited to human users. That is, as known in the art, processes or other autonomous software agents can assist or even replace humans in terms of computer processing. Thus, it is within the scope of this invention for processes or software agents to generate the user request described herein.

The method of this invention improves searching for electronic files in, for example, current existing hierarchical file structures, such as are formed of the directories and subdirectories currently employed in operating systems. In such traditional hierarchical file structures, often referred to as tree structures, each of the electronic files includes a given filename that is seen by the user through a user interface, e.g., computer monitor, and a file path identifying the location within the hierarchical file structure.

As discussed above, current searching of the electronic files in the traditional hierarchical file structure, as represented in FIG. 1, is typically based upon the filename or other information about the file itself, such as the file type or extension. The method of this invention provides a second hierarchical file structure, and desirably a plurality of additional hierarchical file structures. These additional hierarchical file structures are “abstract” in that they remain in the background, do not require a physical presence that is directly accessible to the user through the user interface, as does the first hierarchical file structure, but may be viewable in a similar fashion. The abstract additional hierarchical file structures of this invention supplement, and do not replace or replicate portions of the first hierarchical file structure to improve searching of the electronic files in the hierarchical file structure.

In one embodiment of this invention, each of at least a portion of the electronic files stored in a data processing system is assigned a user-defined metalabel. The computer code that implements all or portions of the method of this invention receives the user-defined metalabel, such as through a keyboard, and assigns the metalabel to the intended electronic file. The metalabel does not supplant the file name of the electronic file.

The metalabel of this invention provides users with the possibility to describe or annotate a file with user defined words and/or numbers, which allows another way to search for the files. The electronic files are searched in this invention by querying the metalabels. The data processing system receives a query from a user, searches the metalabels of the second hierarchical file structure according to the query, and returns to the user the search results, which include the electronic file or files including a metalabel matching the query. In one embodiment, the search results are provided in or by an abstract directory structure, such as illustrated in FIG. 2. The query can include the full metalabel, or a portion of the metalabel. In one embodiment of the invention, the query can include a portion of the metalabel coupled with a wildcard symbol, such as, for example, an asterisk or other character, to represent one or more letters or numbers.

In one embodiment of this invention, a program code organizes the electronic files as a function of the metalabels into a second hierarchical file structure existing simultaneously with the first hierarchical file structure on the recordable medium of the data processing system. A plurality of metalabeled electronic files are organized into one or more additional hierarchical file structures by linking each metalabel of the electronic files to a matching metalabel assigned to one or more of the other electronic files. Each metalabel that is assigned to an electronic file is linked to a matching metalabel, should such a matching metalabel exist, of another electronic file. The link between the metalabels remains even when one or more electronic files are, for example, moved or given a new file name. The additional file structures provided by the metalabels are desirably automatically updated when, for example, an electronic file is moved within, copied, or deleted from the first and traditional hierarchical file structure.

In one embodiment of this invention, hierarchical metalabels have the form:

(i) `<metalabel>` or
(ii) `<metalabel1>/<metalabel2>/*...<metalabeln>`.

Metalabel form (i) provides a flat result with all the search results in one single abstract directory. Metalabel form (ii) supports structured searching and reporting. As an example referring to the file structure of FIG. 1, the following metalabels could be assigned to electronic files therein as shown in FIG. 3:

- Pictures/dad/2005
- Pictures/dad/2006
- Pictures/dad/baby
- Pictures/dad/mom
- Pictures/mom/2005
- Pictures/mom/2006

A query for “Pictures/” would provide an abstract directory with the subdirectories “dad” and “mom” and the search for “Pictures/dad/” would provide an abstract directory with the subdirectories “2005”, “2006”, “baby”, and “mom”. In general, a search for `<Dir>` provides all files labeled `<Dir>` and all directories, `<dir>`, of files labeled `*/<Dir>` and `<dir>/`. As will be appreciated by those skilled in the art following the teachings herein provided, directories may also be assigned metalabels with the same methodology as described herein for individual files.

The metalabels allow a system user to further describe or label a file according to, for example, the content or purpose of the file. Referring to FIG. 3, the electronic file 35 is in subdirectory 30 named “Baby”, which is in subdirectory 20 named “2005”, which is in directory 10 named “Pictures”. The user, e.g., the file creator, enters a metalabel “Pictures/dad/baby” for the electronic file 35. In this example, the electronic file 35 is a picture that includes both dad and baby, and while the placement in the traditional file structure places the electronic file in the “Baby” subdirectory 30, associating the metalabels “dad” and “baby” allows the computer to link this file with other similar metalabeled files in other subdirectories. As shown in FIG. 3, the dashed line 40 indicates the linking for the metalabels “dad”. Thus a query of the metalabel “dad” provides as search results the linked files. As discussed above, the abstract directories resulting from the query for metalabel “dad” would be “2005/*”, “2006/*”, “baby/*”, and “mom/*” as illustrated in FIG. 2.

In one embodiment of this invention, a metalabel handler module or functionality, desirably implemented as a client-server module, is provided in the data processing system. As represented in FIG. 4, the metalabel handler 50 interacts with the user 60 to manage the user’s metalabel manipulations,
including commands such as add, modify, and remove meta-
labels for files. The metlabel handler 50 also desirably im-
plements the metlabel search functions of this invention.
The metlabel handler 50 interacts with the existing tradi-
tional hierarchical file structure, i.e., file system 70, to serve the requests from the client, user 60, and make the requested modifications to update the additional hierarchical file struc-
ture(s) whenever an electronic file is moved, copied, or deleted.

In one embodiment of this invention, the additional hier-
archical file structures are implemented as tries, and desirably Patricia tries. In this embodiment electronic files are or-
ganized into a second hierarchical file structure by locating or creating a node in the trie that is identified with the metlabel of the file and associating the filename to the metlabel in the trie. As an alternative, and more desirably used in combina-
tion, the double trie structure discussed below, organizing the metlabel into the second hierarchical file structure is accomplished by locating or creating a node in the trie that is identified with the filename and associating the metlabel to the filename in the trie.

FIG. 5 illustrates a general hypothetical trie structure 100 to provide a preliminary understanding to assist in the ex-
planation of the subject invention, and is not intended to limit the invention in its application. In the hypothetical trie structure 100 of FIG. 5, there is a node 102 available for each letter of the alphabet. Note that herein the approach is illustrated using an English language character set, but one skilled in the art will recognize that any character set is possible. Referring to the node for “B”, each node 102 will connect to a further plurality of available nodes 104 representing “B” plus a fur-
ther letter, i.e., “BA”-“BZ”. The trie structure of FIG. 5 con-
tinues in this manner and ultimately provides the node 106 for “BABY”. According to this invention, the “BABY” node 106 contains the electronic files, and more accurately, the filenames and file paths of the electronic files, associated with the metlabel “BABY”. The electronic files are represented in FIG. 5 by triangle 108. Thus, when a new file and/or met-
label is/are added, the data processing system organizes the metlabel into the trie structure of the additional hierarchical file structure and associates the filename with a corresponding node. The electronic file is desirably not duplicated.

As will be appreciated by those skilled in the art following the teachings herein, the trie structure of FIG. 5, for prelimi-
nary explanation purposes contains nodes for potentially all combination of letters. In actual implementation, trie struc-
tures contain nodes according to need, such as illustrated in FIG. 6. FIG. 6 is an example illustration of a trie structure 120 for the metlabels “BABY”, “BAND”, “CAT”, “CATHY”, “DAD”, and “BAG”. In FIG. 6, only nodes related to actual metlabels are present, and unnecessary nodes do not exist. As in FIG. 5, the filenames of the electronic files are rep-
resented by triangles 122. Each triangle 122 is attached to one of the metlabel nodes 124, and includes filenames and file paths of the electronic files the user has assigned a metlabel with the metlabel matching the associated node 124.

In one embodiment of this invention, the additional hier-
archical file structure is implemented as a double trie struc-
ture. Both tries of the double trie structure are desirably Patricia tries. The first trie uses the metlabels as keywords. As shown in FIG. 6, each node of the trie corresponds to a unique metlabel. Each node in turn desirably contains an internal secondary trie structure to further store a list of files that have been tagged with the specified metlabel. To provide faster results, the second trie of the double trie structure uses the filenames of the electronic files as the keywords, with the secondary trie structure, represented as the triangles in figures, containing the metlabels of the files.

For each add, modify, and update metlabel command, the trie structures are suitably modified. The file copy, move, and delete commands of a UNIX file system can be modified to create metlabeled copy, metlabeled move, and metlabeled delete commands. These commands modify the trie struc-
tures while performing the file system commands.

The following is an example of an algorithm for the double-trie implementation of the second hierarchical file structure of this invention.

Data Structures Used
1. File Trie: a Patricia Trie, with each node possibly contain-
ing a contains-metlabel sub-trie; and
2. Metlabel Trie: a Patricia Trie, with each node possibly contain-
ing a files-metlabeled sub-trie.

Adding a Metlabel to a File

```plaintext
addmetlabel(<filename>, <metlabel>)
```

(i) // Metlabel Trie Structure
a. Locate the subtree which is identified with the key <metlabel>
   in the Metlabel Trie
b. If not found, create a node (and files-metlabeled subtrie) in
   the Metlabel Trie for the given metlabel.
c. If subtree already contains "filename",
   return error. (File is already tagged with the same metlabel)
   Else
   add "filename" to the files-metlabeled subtrie.

(ii) // File Trie Structure
a. Locate the contains-metlabel subtrie corresponding to the
   given filename in the File Trie.
b. If not found, create a node (and contains-metlabel subtrie) in
   the File Trie, for the given filename.
c. If subtree already contains "metlabel", return error. (File
   is already tagged with the same metlabel).
   Else
   add "metlabel" to the contains-metlabel subtrie.

Removing a Metlabel to a File

```plaintext
removemetlabel(<filename>, <metlabel>)
```

1. // Metlabel Trie Structure.
   a. Locate the files-metlabeled subtrie corresponding to the given
      metlabel in the Metlabel Trie
   b. If not found, return error. (No such metlabel found)
   c. If subtree doesn’t contain "filename", return error. (No such
      metlabel for the file),
      Else
      i. remove "filename" from the files-metlabeled subtrie,
      ii. if subtrie is empty, then remove the metlabel from
          Metlabel Trie

2. // File Trie Structure
   a. Locate the contains-metlabel subtrie corresponding to the
      given filename in the File Trie.
   b. If not found, return error. (No such file found in index)
   c. If subtree doesn’t contain "metlabel", return error. (No such
      metlabel for the file),
      Else
      i. remove "metlabel" from the contains-metlabel subtrie.
      ii. if subtrie is empty, then remove the filename from
          File Trie

List Metlabels of a File

```plaintext
listmetlabels(<filename>)
```

1. // File Trie Structure
   a. Locate the contains-metlabel subtrie corresponding to the
      given filename in the File Trie.

```
List Files with a Metalabel

listfiles(metalabel)
1. // Metalabel Trie Structure
   a. Locate the files-metalabeled subtrees corresponding to the
      given filename in the Metalabel Trie.
   b. if not found, return error. (No such metalabel found in index)
   Else
      return the contents of the files-metalabeled subtrees.

Remove File from the Index
removefile(filename)
1. Set MetalabelsList=listmetalabels(filename)
2. While metalabelsList not empty repeat
   a. remove a metalabel from the list
   b. call removevemetalabel(filename,metalabel)
Update Index for Copy File Command
copyfile(src,dest)
1. Call removefile(dest).
2. Set MetalabelsList=listmetalabels(src)
3. While metalabelsList not empty repeat
   a. remove a metalabel from the list
   b. call addmetablae(dest,metalabel)
Update Index for Move File Command
movefile(src,dest)
1. Call copyfile(src,dest).
2. Call removefile(src)

Search Files With The Metalabel

searchfiles(metalabel)
1. for each metalabel-i element of metalabelsList
   a. get files-i=listfiles(metalabel-i)
   b. if files-i is empty
      return null
   c. sort files-i
   2. get fileslist by doing a "incremental intersection" of all files-i
   3. return fileslist

In another embodiment of this invention, the second trie, File-Trie, is replaced with a change in the basic file system. The directory of the Linux/Unix file system is modified to incorporate meta-information. An extra field is added in the structure corresponding to the directory class. This stores meta-information. Information about the amount of data is also stored and indirect addressing is applied at the end and a pointer to a file containing extra information is stored. The data blocks of the directory storeably points to the directory structure. The directory structure of the file system, Ext2 is:

```
struct EXT2_DIR_ENTRY {
    DWORD  inode; /* Inode number */
    WORD  rec_len; /* Directory entry length */
    BYTE  name_len; /* Name length */
    BYTE  file_type; /* File type */ char name[EXT2_NAME_LEN]; /* File name */
};
```

The directory entries are the array of struct EXT2_DIR_ENTRY. The size of the each structure is given by the rec_len.

inode: —The inode number of the entry.
rec_len: —The length of the record.
name_len: —The length of the name of the file.
name: —The name of the file. The string is not NULL terminated.
The above entry is modified to include 2 more fields:

```
WORD  metalabel_len; /* Length of the metalabel field */ char metalabels [] /* The metalabels associated with this file */
```

Whenever the copy or move (rename) command is called, the “metalabels” structure corresponding to the files involved must also be updated. The get-metalabel, and set-metalabel commands, read/update the directory inode-structure. To convert the current file-system to the abstract-file-system of this invention, each directory in the current file system must be pre-processed to take care of the new fields.

The method of this invention is desirably performed by a data processing system. The steps the system user would take are the steps of entering the desired metalabels and entering the query. The system would desirably perform the steps of:
- Providing the electronic file in a first hierarchical file structure;
- Assigning the user-entered metalabel to the electronic file;
- Organizing the electronic file into the second hierarchical file structure as a function of the metalabel;
- Receiving a query from a user;
- Searching the second hierarchical file structure as a function of the query; and
- Returning to the user the electronic file(s) having the metalabel matching the query.

The method of this invention is desirably executed and implemented in a data processing system by software program code that is desirably stored on a computer-readable medium, such as a hard drive. In one embodiment of this invention, a computer-readable medium encoded with instructions for organizing a plurality of electronic files of a data processing system includes a first program code that, when executed by the system, establishes a first hierarchical file structure including the plurality of electronic files. As discussed above, each of the plurality of electronic files is identified by a filename in the first hierarchical file structure.

A second program code establishes a second hierarchical file structure, and desirably a plurality of additional hierarchical file structures, including the plurality of electronic files, each of the plurality of electronic files identified by a user-defined metalabel in the second hierarchical file structure. The program codes operate simultaneously, and the first and second hierarchical file structures exist simultaneously in the data processing system for the plurality of electronic files.

The medium also includes a third program code for searching the second hierarchical file structure according to a user entered query.

As discussed above, in one embodiment of this invention, the second program code establishes a second hierarchical file structure comprising a trie with a plurality of nodes. Each of the nodes of the trie corresponds to one of the user-defined metalabels, and each of the nodes comprising an internal trie structure of the electronic files that have a matching metalabel.

The present invention is described in further detail in connection with the algorithm described above and the following results on various sample metalabels and queries which illustrate or simulate various aspects involved in the practice of the invention. It is to be understood that all changes that come within the spirit of the invention are desired to be protected thus the invention is not to be construed as limited by these examples.
Algorithms for two types of metalabel searches were implemented on a Linux system: one for an abstract file system with no hierarchical metalabels and the other with hierarchical metalabel, as described above. The file system was populated with 10K and 100K files in the two experiments. Each of these search mechanisms were implemented in two ways, one where the system loaded the search program at search time, and the other where a client-server model was developed and the search procedure was implemented as a daemon process. In the first approach, both the query and total execution time (data loading and query) are reported.

In the system with no hierarchical metalabels, the system was augmented with a suggestion mechanism, where the union of all metalabels that were present in the reported files, which matched the search (metalabels), was also reported. The tests included times taken for both kinds of this system.

In the hierarchical system, the suggestions are always included for further refinement of the search. The suggestions include metalabels which are possible predecessors or successors of the current metalabel provided at the search query.

The efficiency of the method is evident from the time required to execute the search. For a system with 100K files, typical queries would require milliseconds. Even if the reported abstract folders contained files on the order of tens of thousands, the time required is less than a few seconds. Naturally these times would improve with utilization of well-known techniques for client-server programming such as caching. Further improvements arise from replacing the second trie structure with the modified inode structure as described above. Note that all changes to the files and metalabels are immediately reflected in the system.

No Hierarchical Metalabels

All times in ms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>10k</th>
<th>100k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Files reported</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load at Search</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query Time:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Suggestion (other applicable metalabels displayed)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Suggestion</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query Time + data loading</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Suggestion (other applicable metalabels displayed)</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Suggestion</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client-Server model:</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hierarchical Metalabels

All times in ms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>10k</th>
<th>100k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Files</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load at Query time</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client-Server model:</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, the invention provides a method for improved file searching through implementation of additional hierarchical file structures that exist in the background of a data processing system alongside the traditional hierarchical directory tree file structure.

The method and file structure of this invention can be applied to the organization of web pages or members of web sites such as social networking sites. Current web-based “social networking” involves groups of people who share a common interest. Most social networking systems form groups, within a web site such as www.twitter.com or www.facebook.com, and a particular person may belong to a number of groups within those web sites. In one embodiment of this invention, the metalabels and hierarchical file structure of this invention can be used to provide an efficient methodology for organizing groups, thereby allowing users to exist in, organize, and efficiently and/or simultaneously participate in multiple groups.

The simultaneous membership in multiple groups is useful when a user’s activities are common to a number of groups. As an example, consider a user Alice who has structured her set of groups into a hierarchy where the groups in the hierarchy could be categorized as A1/B1/C1, A1/B1/C2, A1/B2/C3, A1/B2/C4. A user Jane in Alice’s group C1 may also occur in Alice’s group C4. Alice may want to follow the conversations of Jane in both groups. This would be required with only one instantiation of Jane in her network. Jane can be advised of Alice’s inclusion in a group, and in at least some implementations must agree to be part of both groups. It is also possible to limit Jane’s interaction to one group. The data corresponding to a user could be real-time and/or may include cached or stored copies. The invention thus provides a hierarchical organization of groups with the power to simultaneously access data streams in multiple groups for efficient management of social groups.

FIG. 7 illustrates a hypothetical social group structure for explanation purposes. Alice would like to organize her social structure in the manner shown in FIG. 7. Alice can assign a metalabel of her creation for each of her friends who are also members of the social networking web site. As an example, Alice can assign the metalabels “high school” and “friends” to each of Jane and Bob, and “work” and “friends” to Bob and John. This metalabel is in addition to, i.e., does not replace, the web site user identification name of Alice’s metalabeled friends. The metalabels are also desirably abstract terms used to organize the metalabeled friends in the abstract hierarchical file structures of this invention. The metalabel is not replicated data, but a new identifier for each friend assigned by Alice. As noted in this example, more than one web site user can be assigned the same metalabel, thereby allowing for grouping according to the common metalabel.
Once the metalabels are created by Alice for her friends, a computer system automatically organizes and stores the user-defined metalabels in a hierarchical file structure. The computer system is desirably operated by the web site as a service to its users, but the hierarchical file structures of this invention could also be implemented on Alice’s personal computer system or even through a third party web service. As discussed, the hierarchical file structure includes a trie, wherein a node in the trie that is identified with each metalabel is located or created. The computer system associates the corresponding web site member to the metalabel in the trie.

The stored links between the web site members and their corresponding metalabels organized and stored in the hierarchical file structure allow for quick searching of one or more members associated with a metalabel by searching for the metalabel. By searching for the metalabels, a user can quickly find other web site members associated with the metalabels, and optionally can automatically have a graphical user interface displayed with full or partial communications or other postings from the corresponding users.

In another embodiment of this invention, the metalabels and hierarchical file structure of this invention can be used to limit postings from one social group to that group and not to be seen, at least automatically or easily, by another established social group. A method of organizing and displaying web site member data streams in this fashion is possible via a multiple simultaneous metalabel tagging system of this invention. Referring again to FIG. 7, Alice can organize her online social structure so that Jane’s conversations are followed by other high school friends and college friends but not by work friends. Additionally John’s conversations are relevant to both work and college friends. By grouping the web site members that Alice is following, she can limit access to those groups to relevant web site members and keep other web site members who are following her from seeing communications or other postings from the grouped members.

In one embodiment of this invention, a user’s social groups that are established using the metalabels of this invention can be displayed to the user generating a graphical user interface (GUI) illustrating the groups or metalabels of the hierarchical file structure. FIG. 8 illustrates an exemplary illustration of screen display of a GUI 200 for displaying the metalabel groups of a user. The GUI 200 includes a group directory display 202 illustrating the groups 204, 206, 208, 210 and the groups members 212, 214, 216, 218 within the groups, respectively. On the right side of the GUI 200 is messaging window 220 for displaying communications 222 from group members posted to the web site. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 8, the messaging window is divided into two portions 224 and 226.

First portion 224 includes communications 222 from group 204, and the communications 222 in the second portion 226 are generated and viewed by group 206. While this particular GUI 200 shows messages to the user for two groups, the members of one group would not be able to view the messages unless those members were also in the other group. As will be appreciated, the configuration and content of the GUI can vary depending on need and the number of user-defined metalabel groups.

An exemplary apparatus for implementing the above metalabel system is generally represented in FIG. 9. A label server 230 including or associated with a data processor and a database or recordable medium is used for receiving and storing user-defined metalabels for each of a plurality of web site members. The label server 230 includes software code stored on a recordable medium of the label server 230 and executable by the label server 230 for establishing and maintaining one or more hierarchical file structures. The label server 230 is in communication with a system for broadcasting and receiving data streams 232, such as those existing in current social networking sites. The label server 230 also includes software code stored on a recordable medium of the label server and executable by the label server for creating a graphical user interface for displaying on a user interface of a client device. As an example, the label server 230 can include or be associated with a browser 234, which navigates the social groups and displays interactions in a trie-based hierarchical file structure according to this invention.

In another embodiment of this invention, the metalabels of this invention are applied to web pages themselves to be structured into multiple hierarchical file structures using the user-defined metalabels. Given the increasingly complex structure of local and Internet web-pages, web-pages can be viewed as a file system linked in a graph structure which corresponds to the possible access structure of the pages. This inherently the only structure available in the architecture of web-pages. Visitors to a web-site are often faced with a myriad of web-page traversals to discover the page of interest. Information management and access thus appears to be a key issue in the “jungle” of web-pages.

Metalabel-based hierarchical data structures of this invention can be viewed by a browser system and provide alternate views of an interconnected set of web-pages that are typically found on the site of large organization. While searching for web-pages can be achieved via a search for relevant keywords, a structured view of the arrangement of web-pages has its own advantages. Often it would be easier to access structured and labeled data than search for a “needle in a haystack”, which search engines are adept in doing. Consider a similar problem in the organization of files. File systems achieve a level of data organization by using a tree to provide a hierarchical and structured arrangement. Traditional file systems, including both UNIX and its variations (I.LINUX, etc.) and WINDOWS, have the most natural mechanism for organizing data: one hierarchical method of file organization, which is tree structured with directories and sub-directories.

This single method of organizing data leads to considerable inefficiencies in accessing files. This problem can be addressed by the additional abstract file system of this invention where hierarchical metalabels are introduced to specify multiple hierarchical organizations. The abstract file system of this invention can also be applied to web pages, which can be labeled manually or automatically by data processors, such as by a method of crawling the web-pages in a domain to extract terms as metalabels or collect the web-sites predefined metalabel data, and to provide a search/browse facility so as to enable the user to view/browse and access any indexed or labeled web-page.

FIG. 10 is provided as an exemplary structure of a University’s web-pages for discussion purposes. Suppose an Internet user wanted to access information about Center A of the University. The web-design would require a number of link traversals, such as from a home page. If direct links from all pages to other pages are not provided, the task of page traversals becomes complicated and cumbersome. This motivates the creation of a page browser. The traditional browser however cannot represent the graph structure above. Instead, the metalabels and multiple hierarchical file structures of this invention can be used to label pages and provide a user-specified hierarchy that creates a page browsing system.

In one embodiment of this invention, a hierarchical web-page view (HWV) structure is provided. The HWV structure provides the facility to label web pages with metalabels which can be used to provide a hierarchical view of the structure of
the web-pages. For example, assigning metlabel tags for the web pages in FIG. 10 could include:
University/College1/Department B/Faculty A
University/College2/Department B/Faculty A/Center A
University/College3/Faculty C/Center C
and would provide an abstract directory structure. In one embodiment of this invention, a folder view of all these pages would then be provided with abstract folders for University containing sub-folders for College1, College2, etc. along with links to the pages.

An implementation architecture of HWV according to one embodiment of this invention includes a web-scan system, a hierarchical-label server, and a web-browser client. Referring to FIG. 11, the web-scan system comprises a label server 240 and a browser 242, such as described above. The web-scan system is embodied as a web-crawler 244 that provides for a periodic scan of all web-pages to access or create metlabel information. In one embodiment of this invention, the web-crawler 244 extracts text from web pages to automatically create metlabels. In another embodiment, web-page owners or administrators can apply metlabels to their own web pages, and the web-crawler 244 can extract these metlabels when the web site it accessed. The metlabel information is collected and made accessible to the label server 240. The web crawler 244 provides a web-graph traversal system which will crawl the linked pages and extract from each page a hierarchical metlabel. The hierarchical metlabel will be embedded in the html code with a distinguisher. This would be standard based and uniquely identifiable. The web-scan systems can be implemented as a standard graph search algorithm.

The label server 240 of one embodiment of this invention is a server for storing metlabels, methods and code for updating metlabels, including addition, deletion, and editing, and a search facility for web-pages corresponding to metlabels. The label server would interact with browser 242 as a Client-Server system. The label server 240 is implemented as a double-tier system, with two tiers which would maintain a doubly-indexed database of web-pages and their corresponding metlabels. For each add, modify, and update metlabel tag command, the trie structures are suitably modified. The data modifications for the server are fed by either the web-browser or by an administrative client.

Browsing the web-pages is provided by a browser client 242. A link to activate the client 242 can be embedded into any web-page, typically the home page of the organization. This would activate client 242 which would then be able to extract metlabel hierarchical information from the server and display the structure of the web-pages. The user can access web-pages directly via links from the browser 242. Searching and browsing the multi-hierarchical labels would then be accomplished via standard browsing facilities of directory structures. The browsing client 242 can be implemented as a web-based GUI that provides a hierarchy browsing system similar to the Explorer system used in Windows and Linux graphical user interfaces.

An administrative client would be a browser with additional features to allow for changing metlabels. To maintain consistency this would entail modifying web-pages automatically to update their meta-labels and administrative privileges would be required. Thus, the metlabel specification of the web-pages can be specified and edited from the page itself or via an administrative client. A screen display from an implementation of the system is illustrated in FIG. 12.

It will be appreciated that details of the foregoing embodiments, given for purposes of illustration, are not to be construed as limiting the scope of this invention. Although only a few exemplary embodiments of this invention have been described in detail above, those skilled in the art will readily appreciate that many modifications are possible in the exemplary embodiments without materially departing from the novel teachings and advantages of this invention. Accordingly, all such modifications are intended to be included within the scope of this invention, which is defined in the following claims and all equivalents thereto. Further, it is recognized that many embodiments may be conceived that do not achieve all of the advantages of some embodiments, particularly of the preferred embodiments, yet the absence of a particular advantage shall not be construed to necessarily mean that such an embodiment is outside the scope of the present invention.

What is claimed is:
1. A computer-implemented method of electronic files, web pages, or web site members organized in a first hierarchical file structure on a recordable medium of a network by a filename, domain address, or a member identification, the method comprising:
   assigning with a data processor a plurality of metlabels defined by a user to each of at least two of a plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members to organize the electronic files, web pages, or web site members as a function of the metlabels into a plurality of additional hierarchical file structures existing simultaneously with the first hierarchical file structure, wherein more than one of the at least two plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members is assigned a same user-defined metlabel to organize the more than one of the plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members in a same hierarchical file structure; and
   storing the plurality of additional hierarchical file structures on the recordable medium or a second recordable medium associated with the data processor; and
   linking with the data processor each of the plurality of user-defined metlabels stored on the recordable medium or the second recordable medium to a corresponding electronic file, web page, or web site member of the each of the plurality of user-defined metlabels; grouping web site members including the same user-defined metlabels; and
   displaying messages of web site members grouped with a metlabel upon receiving a metlabel request for the metlabel, wherein the metlabel request comprises a selection of a metlabel by the user from a list or display of the metlabels.
2. The method of claim 1, the first and additional hierarchical file structures being across a network.
3. The method of claim 1, further comprising storing in a database a corresponding link for each of the user-defined metlabels, wherein the link for each of the user-defined metlabels identifies a network location of a corresponding electronic file, web page, or web site member of the user-defined metlabel.
4. The method of claim 1, further comprising generating a graphical user interface illustrating the hierarchical file structures.
5. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving a query through a user interface; and searching the additional hierarchical file structures for electronic files, web pages, or web site members having at least one user-defined metlabel that matches the query.
6. The method of claim 1, further comprising automatically updating the additional hierarchical file structures with the
data processor when any of the plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members is moved, copied, or deleted.
7. The method of claim 1, wherein the user-defined metadata are automatically created by a software process executable on the data processor or on a second data processor.
8. The method of claim 1, wherein each of the metadata comprises non-replicated data.
9. The method of claim 1, further comprising generating a graphical user interface for connecting or displaying to the user the one or more web page or message of one or more of the web site members.
10. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   receiving the metadata request from the user;
   searching with a data processor the additional hierarchical file structures as a function of the metadata request; and
   connecting or displaying to the user web pages or messages of the web site members assigned the one of the metadata that matches the metadata request.
11. The method of claim 10, wherein the metadata request comprises a metadata query.
12. The method of claim 10, wherein the metadata request comprises a selection of a metadata by the user from a list or display of the metadata.
13. A computer implemented method for organizing files, web pages, or web site members, the method comprising:
   assigning a user-defined metadata to each of a plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members with a data processor to organize each of the plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members into a plurality of hierarchical file structures;
   assigning a plurality of user-defined metadata to each of at least two of the plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members with a data processor to organize each of the at least two of the plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members into at least two of the plurality of hierarchical file structures;
   wherein:
   each of the user-defined metadata is an identifier in addition to a filename, a domain address, or a member identification of each of the plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members,
   each of the plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members is also organized by the filename, the domain address, or the member identification in a first hierarchical file structure, and the hierarchical file structures of the metadata are additional hierarchical file structures, the first and additional hierarchical file structures being across a network;
   and more than one of the plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members is assigned a same user-defined metadata to organize the more than one of the plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members in a same hierarchical file structure;
   storing each of the plurality of user-defined metadata in a database associated with the data processor;
   linking with the data processor each of the plurality of user-defined metadata stored in the database to a corresponding electronic file, web page, or web site member of the each of the plurality of user-defined metadata;
   grouping web site members including the same user-defined metadata; and
   displaying messages of web site members grouped with a metadata upon receiving a metadata request for the metadata.
14. The method of claim 13, further comprising storing in the database a corresponding link for each of the user-defined metadata, wherein the link for each of the user-defined metadata identifies a network location of a corresponding electronic file, web page, or web site member of the user-defined metadata.
15. The method of claim 13, further comprising generating a graphical user interface illustrating the hierarchical file structures.
16. The method of claim 13, further comprising:
   receiving a query through a user interface; and
   searching the hierarchical file structures for electronic files, web pages, or web site members having at least one user-defined metadata that matches the query.
17. The method of claim 13, further comprising automatically updating the hierarchical file structures with the data processor when any of the plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members is moved, copied, or deleted.
18. The method of claim 13, wherein the user-defined metadata are automatically created by a software process executable on the data processor or on a second data processor.
19. The method of claim 13, wherein each of the metadata comprises non-replicated data.
20. The method of claim 13, further comprising generating a graphical user interface for displaying to the user the messages of the web site members.
21. The method of claim 13, further comprising:
   receiving a metadata request from the user;
   searching with a data processor the additional hierarchical file structures as a function of the metadata request; and
   connecting or displaying to the user web pages or messages of the web site members assigned the one of the metadata that matches the metadata request.
22. The method of claim 13, wherein the metadata request comprises a metadata query.
23. The method of claim 13, wherein the metadata request comprises a selection of a metadata by the user from a list or display of the metadata.
24. A computer implemented method for organizing a plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members organized in a first hierarchical file structure on a recordable medium of a network by a filename, domain address, or a member identification, the method comprising:
   assigning with a data processor a plurality of metadata defined by a user to each of at least two of a plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members to organize the electronic files, web pages, or web site members as a function of the metadata into a plurality of additional hierarchical file structures existing simultaneously with the first hierarchical file structure, wherein more than one of the at least two plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members is assigned a same user-defined metadata to organize the more than one of the plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members in a same hierarchical file structure; and
   storing the plurality of additional hierarchical file structures on the recordable medium or a second recordable medium associated with the data processor; and
   linking with the data processor each of the plurality of user-defined metadata stored on the recordable medium or the second recordable medium to a corresponding electronic file, web page, or web site member of the each of the plurality of user-defined metadata;
   wherein each of a plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members is also organized by the filename, the domain address, or the member identification in a first hierarchical file structure, the first and the additional hierarchical file structures being across a network, and
wherein a metalabel request comprises a selection of a metalabel by the user from a list or display of the metalabels.

25. The method of claim 24, wherein the hierarchical file structure comprises a trie and organizing the web pages or web site members as a function of the metalabels into a second hierarchical file structure comprises:
locating or creating a node in the trie that is identified with each metalabel; and
associating the corresponding web page or web site member to each metalabel in the trie.

26. The method of claim 24, further comprising generating a graphical user interface for connecting or displaying to the user the one or more web page or message of one or more of the web site members.

27. The method of claim 24, further comprising:
receiving a metalabel request from the user;
searching with a data processor the second hierarchical file structure as a function of the metalabel request; and
connecting or displaying to the user web pages or messages of the web site members assigned the one of the metalabels that matches the metalabel request.

28. The method of claim 27, wherein the metalabel request comprises a metalabel query.

29. The method of claim 24, further comprising connecting or displaying to the user through a user interface one or more web page or one or more message of one or more of the web site members assigned to one of the metalabels.

30. The method of claim 24, further comprising storing in a database a corresponding link for each of the user-defined metalabels wherein the link for each of the user-defined metalabels identifies a network location of a corresponding electronic file, web page, or web site member of the user-defined metalabel.

31. The method of claim 24, further comprising generating a graphical user interface illustrating the hierarchical file structures.

32. The method of claim 24, further comprising:
receiving a query through a user interface; and
searching the hierarchical file structures for electronic files, web pages, or web site members having at least one user-defined metalabel that matches the query.

33. The method of claim 24, further comprising automatically updating the hierarchical file structures with the data processor when any of the plurality of electronic files, web pages, or web site members is moved, copied, or deleted.

34. The method of claim 24, wherein the user-defined metalabels are automatically created by a software process executable on the data processor or on the second data processor.

35. The method of claim 24, wherein each of the metalabels comprises non-replicated data.